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Captain Bligh's Portable Nightmare: From the Bounty to Safety?4,162 Miles across the Pacific in a Rowing BoatSkyhorse Publishing, 2019

	At dawn on April 28, 1789, Captain William Bligh and eighteen men from HMS Bounty were herded onto a twenty-three-foot launch and abandoned in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. Thus began their extraordinary journey to Java. Covering 4,162 miles, the small boat was battered by continuous storms, and the men on board suffered crippling...
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Frommer's Costa Rica 2013 (Frommer's Color Complete)Frommers, 2012
	
		Full-color throughout, with a free full-color foldout map and a new Natural World chapter with photos. With Frommer's in hand, you'll experience the wonder of Costa Rica's amazing biodiversity, as we point out the best places to see hundreds of unique, colorful species of animals and plants.
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The Business of iOS App Development: For iPhone, iPad and iPod touchApress, 2014

	Updated and expanded for the new Apple iOS8, The Business of iOS App Development, Third Edition shows you how to incorporate marketing and business savvy into every aspect of the design and development process, giving your app the best possible chance of succeeding in the App Store.


	This book is written by experienced...
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MBA in a Nutshell: The Classic Accelerated Learner ProgramMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Master MBA key concepts without stepping foot in a classroom


	Save yourself the thousands of dollars it cost for an MBA education. Dr. Milo Sobel presents core concepts taught in prestigious MBA programs such as Harvard, Wharton, and Stanfordâ€•without the heavy price tag and heavier classroom hours.


	With MBA...
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Ransomware: Defending Against Digital ExtortionO'Reilly, 2016

	
		The biggest online threat to businesses and consumers today is ransomware, a category of malware that can encrypt your computer files until you pay a ransom to unlock them. With this practical book, you’ll learn how easily ransomware infects your system and what steps you can take to stop the attack before it sets foot in the...
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Database Administration: The Complete Guide to Practices and ProceduresAddison Wesley, 2002
"One of Craig's hallmarks is his ability to write in a clear, easy-to-read fashion. The main purpose of any technical book is to transfer information from writer to reader, and Craig has done an excellent job. He wants the reader to learn—and it shows." —Chris Foot, Senior Oracle Certified Instructor,...
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Microsoft® Mobile Development HandbookMicrosoft Press, 2007
Experienced developers get proven techniques, real-world insights, and extensive code samples in Microsoft Visual C# to help deliver access to informationanywhere, on any device. Developers need to respond with more than simple adaptations of the user interfacethey need to implement mobile solutions for most of their applications.     
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Immunology and Evolution of Infectious DiseasePrinceton Press, 2002

	From HIV to influenza, the battle between infectious agents and the immune system is at the heart of disease. Knowledge of how and why parasites vary to escape recognition by the immune system is central to vaccine design, the control of epidemics, and our fundamental understanding of parasite ecology and evolution. As the first comprehensive...
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25: Imaging: Lower Extremities, An Issue of Clinics in Sports Medicine, 1e (The Clinics: Orthopedics)Saunders, 2006

	Part II of the Imaging series in this Clinics in Sports Medicine issue reveals common imaging tools like MRI, CT arthrography and ultrasound imaging. Chapters begin with the painful hip and work down the kinetic chain: knee, ankle, foot and toes. You'll find tips on postoperative imaging, diagnosing stress fractures, and imaging muscle...
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Careers for Class Clowns & Other Engaging Types, Second edition (Careers for You Series)McGraw-Hill, 2005
Careers for Class Clowns & Other Engaging Types
People have been getting paid to clown around for centuries. What’s stopping you? The medieval court jester has been replaced by the stand-up comedian, but there are many other career avenues for those with a unique sense of humor. You can turn your talent for making...
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Professional Linux Kernel Architecture (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Find an introduction to the architecture, concepts and algorithms of the Linux kernel in Professional Linux Kernel Architecture, a guide to the kernel sources and large number of connections among subsystems. Find an introduction to the relevant structures and functions exported by the kernel to userland, understand the theoretical and...
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Resumes For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Write a winning resume and land that job interview!


	Is your job search stalling out after you submit a resume but before you're offered an interview? With a recession that has caused a 10% unemployment rate affecting 15.3 million Americans, having a winning resume is vital to securing an interview-and it demands a fresh look at...
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